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Screen-Printed Composite LiFePO4-LLZO Cathodes Towards
Solid-State Li-ion Batteries
Palanivel Molaiyan,*[a] Juho Valikangas,[a] Rafal Sliz,[b] D. D. Ramteke,[c] Tao Hu,[a]

Andrea Paolella,[d] Tapio Fabritius,[b] and Ulla Lassi*[a, e]

LiFePO4 (LFP) is widely used as cathode material for its low cost,
high safety, and good thermal properties. It is one of the most
exploited cathode materials for commercial Li-ion batteries
(LIBs). Herein, we present a screen-printing method to prepare
a LFP composite cathode, and a rational combination of the
typical composite solid electrolytes (CSE) consisting of poly-
ethylene oxide (PEO)/Li-salt (LiTFSi) electrolyte with ceramic
filler (LLZO or Li6.4La3Zr1.4Ta0.6O12 (LLZTO)) has been successfully
demonstrated for SSB. The prepared CSE offers: i) a promising
ionic conductivity (0.425 mScm� 1 at 60 °C), ii) a wide electro-

chemical window (>4.6 V), iii) a high Li-ion transference
number (tLi+ =0.44), iv) a good interfacial compatibility with
the electrode, v) a good thermal stability, and vi) a high
chemical stability toward Li metal anode. The Li/CSE/Li
symmetric cells can be cycled for more than 1000h without Li-
dendrites growth at a current density of 0.2 mAcm� 2. The final
cell screen-printed LFP composite cathode (LFP+LLZO)//Li
metal displays a high reversible specific capacity of 140 mAhg� 1

(0.1 C) and 50 mAhg� 1 (0.5 C) after 1st and 500th cycles.

Introduction

EVs and grid storage are needed to reduce CO2 emissions thus
limiting the effects of climate change.[1] LIBs are currently the
most promising technology for energy storage devices but
suffer from safety issues due to the use of organic liquid
electrolytes (LE).[2] A possible solution to overcome the safety
concerns can be obtained by switching from liquid-state to
solid-state electrolytes (i. e., the transition towards Solid-state
batteries (SSBs).[3] SSBs have captured battery manufacturers’
attention with the promise of improving the safety, cost, energy
density, and range of EVs.[4] However, a solid electrolyte (SE)
material having high stability, high processability, and ionic
conductivity is not identified yet.[5,6]

Despite the efforts to improve the materials ‘properties,
insignificant attention has been paid to a suitable production
process and cost-saving techniques (Table 1).[2,7,8] Manufacturing
techniques based on printing methods (Screen printing, 3D
printing, etc.) are promising approaches to fabricated battery
components and whole batteries for SSBs and LIBs.[9,10] Usually,
screen printing technologies have been utilized for the
fabrication of scalable batteries with different shapes:[11,12]

several studies are dedicated to 3D layer-by-layer structures,
which can provide a pathway to the manufacture of LIBs and a
variety of shapes.[7,13] Printable battery materials in their high
speed to build ultra-thin printed batteries that are flexible, safer,
and more environmentally friendly. In this regard, many efforts
have been dedicated to developing new materials and low-cost
manufacturing technologies to reduce the cost and fast
production and customize designs for LIBs.[14,15][a] P. Molaiyan, J. Valikangas, T. Hu, U. Lassi
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Table 1. A comparison between blade coating and screen-printing
methods.

Blade Coating Screen printing

Benefits Well known
process

Little/No waste of materials,
Custom design shape & Low-
er drying costs

Large area and
good uniformity

Good uniformity and large
area printing, Layer by layer
printing

Little/No waste
of materials

Less assembly steps and a
large range of thickness
Suitable for LIB/SSB produc-
tions

Challenges No flexible shape
or design

New manufacturing techni-
ques in battery productions

Higher cost for drying,
Low solid content & In-
ternal resistance

Low viscosity for ink or paste
is not suitable
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LiFePO4 (LFP) is a promising cathode material. Despite
warnings that could reduce global EV sales in 2030, LFP-based
LIBs remain in high demand. SSBs that can harness a lithium
metal operation could give higher energy density or keep them
on par despite using the lower voltage but earth-abundant
LFP.[16,17] It currently overcomes supply chain issues and high
prices, as high-cost raw materials such as cobalt and nickel are
not required for the cathode.[17] They offer higher energy
density than conventional LIBs, significantly shorter charging
time due to superior charge and discharge performance, and
lower costs of using less expensive materials. LFP-based
batteries are emerging as one of the top contenders in space,
with 17% of the world’s EV market share.[2,18]

The polymer-based SEs exhibit sufficiently high ionic
conductivity and excellent thermal stability, high environmental
stability, excellent flexibility, and scalable processing with low
cost.[19] Polyethylene oxide (PEO)-based. However, they have
some drawbacks: low ionic conductivity at room temperature
and oxidative decomposition potential (below 4 V).[20,21,22] Out of
various polymers, PEO-based electrolytes are the most widely
studied for SSBs with their advantage of good electrochemical
stability with Li anode, processibility, and compatibility. Ce-
ramic-based solid-state electrolytes (SEs) may offer improved
conductivity and electrochemical windows.[23] Presently, the
most common classes of SEs are polymers and ceramics such as
oxides (e.g LLZO), phosphate (e.gNASICON), sulfides
(e.g.Li10GeP2S12, Li6PS5X), and halides (e.g Li3InCl6, Li3YBr6).

[2,18] In
the development of composite solid electrolytes (CSEs) or
hybrid electrolytes incorporation of a small amount (up to
40 wt%) of inorganic active fillers (perovskite, garnet, LISICON,
etc.) in the polymer matrix has already been widely
reported.[22,23] Inorganic active fillers could form continuous ion
channels in the bulk region of CSEs and facilitate fast-ion
transport to provide higher ionic conductivity without compro-
mising the flexibility of the matrix.[24] Still, there is plenty of
room to develop better CSEs to achieve higher ionic con-
ductivity without detracting its mechanical properties.[25]

Here we report a new screen-printing method to prepare
SSB cathodes based on LFP (LFP+LLZO) with two different
CSEs, which one is based on LLZO (CSE1) and the second LLZTO
(CSE2) which are blended in PEO/LiTFSi. As a result, Li//SCEs//
printed LFP cells deliver initial charge/discharge capacities of
142 mAhg� 1 with a rate of 0.1 C and 35 mAhg� 1 at 500 cycles
with a rate of 0.5 C. Using CSEs, we demonstrate the stable
operation of SSBs with a screen-printed LFP cathode. This work
provides a novel strategy for designing screen-printed cathode
composite, understanding the mechanism, and printing ap-
proach, and challenging the low ionic conductivity in CSE for
SSB applications.

Results and Discussion

Screen printing is a mature technology that can easily be scaled
up for developing appropriate catholytes for SSBs.[9,26] A screen
printing approach for cathode composite (LFP+LLZO) is
demonstrated for SSB applications (Figure 1a). The ink formula-

tion contains a composite cathode slurry composed of 80 wt%
of LFP powder with 5 wt% of LLZO (denoted as SP1) in DMF
solvent. The formulated ink is printed on Al foil as shown in
Figure 1b. SEM images of the cathode composite SP1, which is
systematically aligned in uniform printing (Figure 1c–d). The
cross-section image shows that the solid electrolyte particles
are well interconnected with the cathode as a result of good
contact during the printing stage. Figure 1e illustrates the
surface morphology of the screen-printed cathodes. A subtle
pattern, akin to the mesh pattern used in screen printing, is
discernible. Moreover, the measured surface roughness values
(Sq=9.26 μm and Sa=7.36 μm) quantitatively affirm the
printed cathodes’ adequate smoothness. The EDX analysis
(Figure S1) shows the amount of chemical composition of the
cathode composite. The SEM images of the LFP composite
cathode mix with Li salt, which is very well connected to the
cathode particle.[27] In addition, SEM images of CSE1 and CSE2
are presented in Figure S2 & S3.

As seen by the thermogravimetric (TG) (Figure 2a), pure PEO
exhibits thermal stability up to 300 °C. Beyond 300 °C, however,
the sample experiences a sudden and rapid mass loss. The
weight loss observed in CSE1 and CSE2 is related to decom-
position reactions. PEO is known to decompose thermally at
high temperatures: for the CSE1 sample, it is possible to observe
a weight loss until 454 °C, resulting in the production of volatile
compounds (e.g ethylene glycol) and consequently in a
decrease in the material‘s mass. Similarly, in CSE2, weight loss
begins at 343 °C and concludes at 446 °C, indicating a similar
PEO breakdown mechanism. Within their respective temper-
ature ranges, CSE1 and CSE2 membranes both display a level of
thermal resistance that makes them ideal for use as
electrolytes.[28–30]

Figure 2b–c shows the temperature dependence of the total
ionic conductivity of CSE1 and CSE2 evaluated via electro-
chemical impedance spectroscopy (EIS) from 30 to 90 °C by
using stainless steel disks as blocking electrodes in symmetric
cells. The temperature depends on measurements of the
Nyquist plots representing that the depressed semicircle (bulk
impedance) is accompanied by a straight line at a low
frequency which expresses the polarization of electrolyte-
electrode at the blocking electrodes. The semicircle disappears
as temperature increases due to the reduction of the total
resistance resistance.[31,32] By incorporating LLZO (CSE1) and
LLZTO (CSE2) particles as fillers into the PEO-based electrolytes
the bulk conductivity was found to be 5.85×10� 6,
7.40×10� 5 Scm� 1 at RT, and the ionic conductivity of 1.06 and
1.45 Scm� 1 at 90 °C, respectively (Figure S4). Similarly, Zheng
Zhang et al reported that the composite solid electrolytes
(CSEs) used two different oxide fillers 10 wt% of LLZO and
LLZTO ceramic filler offered the ionic conductivity of
1.7×10� 4 Scm� 1 at 30 °C.[33] The cationic lithium transference
number was investigated by Sorensen and Jacobsen
method.[34–36] tLi+ value was 0.41 and 0.44 for CSE1 and CSE2,
indicate almost no difference (Figure S4). The electrochemical
stability of CSE is verified by LSV shown in Figure 2d. LLZO
(CSE1) and LLZTO (CSE2) present electrochemical stability to 5
and 5.2 V vs. Li/Li+.
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Figure 1. a) A photograph of lab scale screen printing device b) Ink formation and the screen-printed process followed by LFP printed layers are
demonstrated. The ink contains LFP cathode materials, LLZO, PVDF, carbon black, and DMF as a solvent. A photograph of Screen printed LFP composite
cathode. c-d) SEM images of Screen-printed composite cathodes SP1 (LFP+LLZO) with different magnifications. e) Surface morphology of the screen-printed
cathodes.
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Figure 3a and 3c show the charge/discharge results of the
two membranes of CSE1 and CSE2 in symmetrical Li///Li cell
configurations. The stripping and plating process was per-
formed at a current density of 0.1mAh/cm2 (0.5 h of charge and
discharge) at a temperature of 60 °C. The time-dependent
voltage profile of the CSE1 and CSE2 with Li vs. Li half-cell
exhibits the deposition and dissolution curves of lithium with
no detrimental polarization effects. CSE1 and CSE2 exhibit a
polarization voltage of �38 mV, whereas CSE1 shows a
reduction in the polarization voltage until 400 h and again
starts to increase and stabilize from 700 h but with CSE2
electrolyte voltage was stable for 1000 h. As the voltage was
stable for 1000 h it implies that neither dendrites were formed
nor unstable SEI is formed on Lithium metal in contact with the
electrolytes. Figure 3b and 3d show the Nyquist plot of
impedance spectroscopy during galvanostatic cycling of CSE1
and CSE2. The interfacial resistance of the CSE1 electrolyte
seems to increase during cycling whereas the interfacial
resistance in CSE2 is not much higher than CSE1, which can
imply in the voltage vs. time profile of the galvanostatic cycling.

In Figure 4a the electrochemical performance of the screen-
printed composite cathode SP tested with two different

membranes (CSE1 and CSE2) is compared in coin cell config-
uration. The voltage profiles clearly show a plateau at 3.45 V for
both cells, which is typically related to the lithiation/delithation
process of LFP cathodes. The initial capacity of both membranes
with SP1 delivers a specific capacity of around 140 mAhg� 1

(0.1 C). Figure 4b shows the rate capabilities of Li/CSE1//SP1
and Li/CSE2//SP1 at different current densities: with a compara-
ble initial capacity of around 140 mAhg� 1 at 0.1 C. Generally,
CSE1 shows better capacity retention at all C-rates when
compared to CSE2 with the same initial capacity of 135 mAhg� 1

but capacity fades sharply after a few cycles in CSE2 and CSE1
due to the lower ionic conductivity of CSE. The Coulombic
efficiency (CE) is stable in both membranes with LFP+LLZO
cathodes. Figure 4d shows the Nyquist plot of the full cells
before and after cycling forming SEI that is after the third cycle
to check the interfacial resistance between two CSEs with SP1.
The interfacial resistance is lower in the CSE1 when compared
with the CSE2 (Figure S5). This was repeated with the SP2
composite cathodes which is correlated with Figure S6. After
Ragone tests the cells are kept for long cycling at 0.5 C for 500
cycles. Both cells start to decay after a few cycles and reach
50 mAhg� 1 and 30 mAhg� 1 at 500th cycles with CSE2 and CSE1

Figure 2. a) TGA measurements of PEO, LLZO, LLZTO, CSE1, and CSE2. b) The Nyquist plots of the two membranes for CSE1 and CSE2. c) Temperature-
dependent ionic conductivity of CSE1 and CSE2. d) LSV measurement of the two membranes.
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with stable CE (Figure 4c). On the contrary, the composite
cathode containing Li salt (SP2 with CSE1) shows a higher initial
capacity but there is sharp decay in the capacity and reaches
35 mAhg� 1 at the 500th cycle with fluctuations in columbic
efficiency, and with CSE2 the capacity was reduced for a few
cycles and reach stability and reach 20 mAhg� 1 with stable CE
(Figure S6). The Nyquist plot shows that the interfacial resist-
ance is low with CSE2 when compared with CSE1 with SP1.

Conclusions

In summary, we present the preparation of a screen-printed
composite (LFP-LLZO) as the cathode in combination with two

different CSEs for SSBs prudently designed and systematical
studied. As a result, the combined CSE offers promising ionic
conductivity (0.425 mScm� 1 at 60 °C), a wide electrochemical
window (>4.6 V), a high Li-ion transference number (tLi+ =

0.44), and good interfacial compatibility with the electrode,
good thermal stability, and good interaction with Li metal
stability. The Li/CSE/Li symmetric cells can be stable for more
than 1000 hrs without Li-dendrites formation at a current
density of 0.2 mAcm� 2. The screen-printed LFP-based full cell
with composite cathode (LFP+LLZO), and Li metal displays a
high reversible specific capacity of 140 mAhg� 1 (0.1 C) and
50 mAhg� 1 (0.5 C) after 1st and 500th cycles. The development of
printable LFP cathodes designed for SSBs represents a valuable
step toward an industrial scale and customizable energy

Figure 3. The symmetric cells of Li//CSE1//Li (a) and Li//CSE2//Li (c) at 0.1 mAh/cm2. b & d) The EIS studies of the CSE1 and CSE 2 membranes for the fresh,
500, and 1000 cycles.

Figure 4. a) The electrochemical performances of Screen printed LFP cathodes SP1 with CSE1 and CSE2. a) Voltage profiles of first charging and discharging
cycles. b) rate capability test. c)impedance measurements of fresh cells, and 3rd cycles.
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storage devices. The optimization and design of LFP cathode
and composite SEs are still underway, of which ink formulation,
ion conductivity, and stability are essential. Summarizing all
these results, the developed printable LFP is a promising
candidate for further development of various SSB applications.

Experimental Methods
Materials: PEO powder (MW= 6*105 g/mol) was dried under a high
vacuum for 48 h at 50 °C. The anhydrous acetonitrile (ACN, 99.9%),
polyvinylidene fluoride (PVdF), carbon black, and 1-methyl-2-
pyrrolidinone (NMP) were purchased from Sigma-Aldrich. LiTFSi
(99.9%) was obtained from Kishida. The materials for LLZO and
LLZTO were purchased from Ganzhou LuckPr Advanced Materials
Co., Ltd, China.

Membrane preparations: The composite polymeric electrolytes
(CSEs) were prepared by conventional solution casting. PEO and
LiTFSI at a molar ratio of 20 :1 were dissolved in 8 mL of ACN and
stirred overnight until a homogenous solution was obtained,
simultaneously 30 wt% of ceramic material (LLZO (CSE1), LLZTO
(CSE2)) was added to 12 mL of ACN and stirred for more than
24 hours until a uniform solution was obtained and both solutions
were mixed and stirred for overnight until a homogenous solution
was obtained. The solution was cast on a Teflon tray and left to
evaporate the ACN slowly for 24 hours at room temperature. The
SPE was formed was dried at 50 °C for 24 h under vacuum. The
entire synthesis was carried out in a glovebox under an argon
atmosphere (O2 and H2O <0.1 ppm). The CSE is called LLZO (CSE1)
and LLZTO (CSE2).

Screen Printing Approach for LFP cathodes: An LFP-based cathode
composite slurry was prepared with a ThinkyMixer ARE-250 (Thinky
Corporation, Tokyo, Japan). The slurry composition (ink formulation)
was 5 wt% polyvinylidene fluoride (PVdF, Kureha #1100), 10 wt%
Super P (Timcal C45), 80 wt% LFP active material, and 5 wt % LLZO,
with DMF (DMF, Alfa Aesar, anhydrous 99.5%) as a solvent. The
slurry was screen printed and deposited on aluminum foil using
20 μm applicators. The printing process was carried out with an
Ekra E2 screen printer and a Koenen stencil (W-Øx22.5°, VA 165–
0.05 mm)[26] at a speed of 40 mm/s. Following the printing, the
cathode layers were dried on a hot plate at 80 °C for 1 hour.

Morphology studies: The cross-section of cathodes and composite
solid electrolytes were analyzed using a JEOL JSM-7900F Schottky
Field Emission Scanning Electron Microscope (FESEM). The device is
equipped with an energy-dispersive X-ray spectrometer (EDS) and
AZtec software of Oxford Instruments. The analysis was done at
15 kV and a working distance of around 10 mm. The surface
morphology analysis was performed using a Bruker ConturGT
profilometer in Vertical Scanning Interferometry (VSI) mode. The
Gwyddion and Paraview software were utilized to map the acquired
profilometry data and to extract the numerical values of surface
roughness.

Thermal analysis: The milled samples were subjected to thermog-
ravimetric analysis (TGA) with an SDT650 analyzer from TA Instru-
ments (USA). The samples were heated at a rate of 10 °C/min from
30 to 700 °C in a nitrogen environment. The collected data was
then examined with TRIOS and OriginPro software.

Electrochemical measurements: Ionic conductivity and transfer-
ence number were taken using Eq. 1 and 2. A Symmetric 2032 coin-
cell setup with blocking and non-blocking electrodes was
assembled in a glove box filled with ultra-high purified argon (O2

and H2O <0.1 ppm. The diameter of both the electrodes and
electrolyte membranes was 12 and 16 mm, respectively. The

conductivity of the electrolyte was determined by electrochemical
impedance spectroscopy using the Palmsens instrument. Tests
were carried out at a 30 to 90 °C temperature range with 10 mV
amplitude at a frequency range of 1 MHz to 1 mHz. The bulk
conductivity of the electrolyte was calculated based on resistance
extracted from the intercept of the high-frequency branch of the
Nyquist plot with the x-axis:

s ¼ l=RbA, (1)

where l is the thickness of the electrolyte film (in cm), Rb is the bulk
resistance (in Ω), and A is the contact area of the electrolyte (in
cm2). Activation energies were calculated assuming Arrhenius-type
behavior. Li//CSE//Li cells were kept for 2 h at each temperature
before the measurements. The Li+ transference number of CPEs
was assembled in a coin cell format (Li j jCPE j jLi). The cationic
lithium transference number is one of the parameters for character-
izing the CSEs, which explains the contribution of the positive
charge to the total conductivity. It was investigated by sorensen
and Jacobsen and calculated according to Eq. 2[36,37]

tþ ¼
1

1þ Zd=Rb
(2)

Where Zd is the impedance at low frequency (<0.01 Hz) due to
Warburg diffusion. The electrochemical stability window of the
membranes was studied by linear sweep voltammetry (LSV) using
SS vs. Li at 60 °C.

Battery assembly and testing: In full cells, screen-printed LFP+

LLZO (SP1) is used as composite cathodes and Li metal foil as
anodes of 12 mm diameter, with CSE as electrolytes. The cells were
closed with 800 KC pressure by a crimper. Galvanostatic charge-
discharge tests were performed Maccor 4000 test system. The cells
were rested at 60 °C for about 10 h before cycling between 2.5 and
4.0 V vs. Li at different current rates followed by long cycling at
0.5 C. Mass loading of the cathodes was in the range of 2–3 mg/
cm2. All the cell assemblies under the Argon glove box atmosphere
conditions.

Supporting Information

The supplementary document is provided separately.
1. EDX mapping for the screen-printed composite cathode

LFP+LLZO (Figure S1)
2. SEM images of Screen-printed composite cathode SP2

(LFP+LiTFSi) (Figure S2)
3. SEM cross-sectional view of CSE1 (PEO+LiTFSI+LLZO) and

CSE2 (PEO+LiTFSI+LLZTO). (Figure S3)
4. Arrhenius plot of CSE1 (PEO+LiTFSi+LLZO) and CSE2

(PEO+LiTFSi+LLZTO) and Transference number obtained
from the Nyquist plots results between 1 MHz to 0,01 mHz.
(Figure S4)

5. Long cycling performances of Screen-printed composite
cathode SP1 (LFP+LLZO) with EIS data. (Figure S5)

6. An initial cycling performance, Rate capability, and impe-
dance data of Screen-printed composite cathode SP2 (LFP+

LiTFSi). (Figure S6)
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